
Paranormal Activity may dominate the hype of
modern found footage films, but The Blair Witch
project took the 90s by storm with its creepy
documentary filming style. Photo courtesy of
Haxan Films.
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Some people may be shaking in their chairs while watching what filmmakers would like to make you believe
was truly filmed by the hand of those starring in it while others may become more horrified at the thought of
their parents digging deep into the archives of family home movies that are filmed in a similar style.

Regardless of how easily you are or are not scared, the relatively recent phenomenon of movies made from
found footage has probably come to your attention in one way or another.

The trailers show the scariest parts and make those watching believe that what they are about to see is going
to thrill and chill them, but more often than not, a majority of the audience leaves a little more disappointed than
they expected. This can be caused by things such as poor plot, but usually relies upon a less than satisfying
ending.

If the same experience continues to occur movie after movie and leaves people disappointed, then why do they
still choose to spend their time and money on these found footage films?

Hype
When Paranormal Activity was released to a few select theaters in 2009, viral and word of mouth marketing
pulled audiences in to the theaters and continuous word of mouth, whether good or bad, resulted in national
expansion. If one person delivers a good review, the receiver is likely to consider seeing it. On the other hand,
if a person gives a bad review, some people may feel the need to see it just to see if it is as bad as they say.
Curiosity is one of the key reactions to the hype tactic.

Popularity
The Devil Inside possessed theaters this month with its documentary capture of devil rampage and exorcisms.
Although it also falls under the hype category, it portrays the power of popularity as well. Reviews rolled in as
less than satisfactory, but this didn’t stop patrons from filling theaters opening weekend and catapulting it to the
top of the box office. The account @tweetyourscream gathered a following with the Paranormal Activity series
making it even easier to plug The Devil Inside on the same account. The current overall popularity of this genre
of films keeps the public coming back for more.

Fear
When it comes to movies, people tend to like being scared. Trailers for these specific types convince you that you will be and may do so successfully even if it’s only
for one scene. This style of shooting puts the viewer in the movie with appropriately jumpy cuts and in your face action that a traditional style may have a hard time
pulling off successfully. The found footage also feeds on this and raises the question of whether or not the film is real. Was the footage really found or is it just another
Hollywood secret?

Found footage fans can look forward to The Vatican from the people who brought you The Devil Inside as well as the fourth installment of the Paranormal Activity films.
Check out a list of others in this genre here.

Which popular found footage film is your favorite?
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What's this?ALSO ON THE BURR

Coffee house lingo
1 comment • 16 days ago

Deborah Grace Chance — Thanks for clarifying all this; I might have to order
something besides plain black coffee now....

A review of "Too Bright To See Too Loud To Hear" by Juliann
Garey
1 comment • 19 days ago

imaginaaation — everyone is "mentally ill."

Spring Trend: Buttons and Collars
1 comment • 25 days ago

Angel — I love this trend so much

Tea to help you sleep
1 comment • a month ago

Joe Moore — Hello TheBurr and Carley Hull! My name is Joe Moore and I am
VP of the Native American Herbal Tea Company. You may like Teepee
Dreams. It is our relaxation and sleep tea. http://ow.ly/iObYU is where you can
find it …
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The riot isn't seen in the movie, but it is alluded 

to. He has this one speech that gives a great sense of texture and 

paints a picture of what was happening in Harlem then.
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